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.1 Rearing Free Mated Mite-Tolerant Queens Without Chemotherapies

[2.f GOALS The principal goals of this project were to evolve a model of a honeybee queen
rearing operation not dependent on chemotherapies and able to provide a source of much
needed locally adapted Varroa mite and disease tolerant queens to beekeepers in the
Northeast. The project sought to integrate one of the recent developments in identifying
Varroa mite tolerant traits and availability of Varroa mite tolerant honeybee stock with
advances in sustainable methods of managing Varroa mites and disease in honeybee colonies.
We planned to rear queens and assay their Vanoa mite tolerance in a sustainably managed
apicultural operation.

It was an essential objective of this project to engage the cooperation of a group of
hobbyist beekeepers in addressing some breeding control challenges presented by the biology
of honeybees. Since honeybees mate in flight and choose their own time and place for mating,
the queen breeder has relatively few ways to influence which drones breed with which
queens. Queen breeders can use instrumental insemination (technically involved and a
significant capital investment) and for find ways to influence the number and quality of
honeybee colonies in an area around where he keeps the virgin queens. This project was to
rely on the cooperation of hobbyist beekeepers located within 1.5 miles of the queen mating
yard to provide selected drones for the open mating of queens.

PA FARM / APIARY INFORMATION This project was based at the project leader's two
beeyards which in 2002 included 19 full size colonies and 12 nucleus colonies (smaller hives
for the housing and evaluation of virgin and new queen distributed in two bee yards
separated by 1.5 miles. The bee yards are located 800 1250 'feet above sea level in a hilly
wooded area several miles west of the Connecticut River Valley. The project leader has
operated a multi product small professional beekeeping operation based on Patch Farm in
Westminster West Vermont for more than a decade. He maintains the queen rearing activities
at Patch Farm which is located centrally to the three hobbyist cooperators' bee yards. In this
report the relatively isolated area including these five bee yards is called the "project
neighborhood".

The agricultural land in this rural area is used primarily for sheep and horse pasture.
The growing season is relatively short and bee forage limited to mostly wild flowers, clovers
and flowering trees. Although the project leader has operated a beekeeping operation here for
more than a decade the area is only marginally suited for honey production with a key
advantage being relative isolation from commercial beekeeping traffic and its associated
added bee disease and Varroa mite pressure. This area has a mix of rural residential and small
varied agricultural uses which provides other advantages such as relatively minimal risk from
agricultural pesticides or polluting industries.

For the 2003 beekeeping season the project leader had 15 full size and 8 nucleus
colonies and the cooperators had 10 full sized colonies.

(4.1 THE COOPERATORS This project brought together three hobbyist beekeepers with a
small professional queen rearing operation all located within a 1.5 mile radius. One
cooperator is a long time sideline beekeeper and retired dairy farmer with up to 4 colonies
located in the project neighborhood. A second cooperator is a college biology teacher and






















